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1. Introduction 

 Since the elliptic curve cryptography has been proposed by Neal Koblitz and Victor Miller in 

1985 independently, research on speeding up the elliptic curve group operation continues to get 

increasing attraction. But the case of characteristic three has been considered relatively less than cases 

of fields of even characteristic and large prime fields. 

 To the best of our knowledge, for point multiplication on ordinary elliptic curve over field of 

characteristic three the most efficient way is known as one shown in [2].  

In first portion of this paper we propose new fast algorithms for arithmetic on Hessian  elliptic 

curves over finite field of characteristic three, which reduce costs of a doubling and a mixed point 

addition from  3M+3C and  10M (cf. [2]) to 3M+2C and 9M+1C, respectively. Here M, C are the 

costs of a multiplication and a cubing in the finite field, respectively. (It is noted that 1M ≈ 10C in the 

field.) 

These algorithms can realize fast point multiplication nearly comparable with the case of even 

characteristic, on ordinary elliptic curves over finite field of characteristic three. 

In next portion we propose a kind of projective coordinates we call  ML coordinates and new 

algorithms for arithmetic on Weierstrass elliptic curve in it, which reduce costs of  a tripling and a 

mixed point addition from 7M+4C and  10M+2C (cf. [2]) to 6M+6C and 8M+2C, respectively. 

We note that in the case of ternary finite field, a field addition and subtraction can be negligible 

compared with a field multiplication (a squaring) or a cubing.(cf. [12]) 

So we do not take into account the costs for them, in all evaluations of  this paper. 
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2.  Arithmetic on elliptic curves over field of characteristic three 

Ordinary elliptic curves over finite field   can be represented by : mF
3

caxxy ++= 232 ),( *
3mFca ∈                                                 (1) 

in Weierstrass form , or  in the case of curves with group order divisible by 3, by : 

Dxyyx =++ 133 )( *
3mFD∈                                                   (2) 

in Hessian form. (cf. [2])  In this paper, we restrict our consideration to curves having Hessian 

representation, or with coefficient 1=a  in Weierstrass equation (1).  

Note 1.   The restriction  eliminates a half of the curves in characteristic three, and is akin to 
the assumption for curves over large prime field to have the form  , or over field of 
even characteristic to have the form .(cf. [2]) ▍  

1=a
bxxy +−= 332

bxxxyy ++=+ 232

 
Using projective point representation, we can avoid all of inversions which are much more 

expensive than any other field operation (if required, except for only one needed to come back to 

affine) in the computation of  point multiplication on the curve.  

A  projective coordinates corresponds to affine  as follows: (cf. [7]) ),,( ZYX ),( yx

- Ordinary projective: )/,/(),( ZYZXyx =  

- Jacobian projective:                                                   (3) )/,/(),( 32 ZYZXyx =

- Lopez Dahab projective: . )/,/(),( 2ZYZXyx =

Weierstrass equation (1) of the curve can be expressed as                             

                                                      (4) 62232 cZZXXY ++=

in Jacobian projective coordinates and the Hessian equation (2) as    

         DXYZZYX =++ 333                                                         (5) 

in ordinary projective coordinates, for example. The projective representations was used for 

Weierstrass and Hessian form of the curve in [2].  We again restrict our consideration for the point 

addition to the mixed case where one point is affine and the other point is in a projective 

representation, because the case is most important in practical applications.(cf. [7])  

3.    Previous algorithms for arithmetic on ordinary elliptic curve 

3.1  Hessian form 

Following formulae and algorithms were proposed in [2]. The projective equation of the curve is 

(5) and it’s zero(infinity) is represented as ( )0,1,1 − .  For a given point ),,( 222 ZYXQ = , we have 
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),,( 222 ZXYQ =− . For given two points )1,,( 11 YXP = and ),,( 222 ZYXQ = )( QP ≠ , 

 is given by: ,   ),,( 333 ZYXQP =+ 1
2

222
2

13 XYZXYX −=

1
2
222

2
13 YXZYXY −=  ,                                                                 (6) 

                                    . 11
2
2223 YXZYXZ −=

For a given point , doubling ),,( 111 ZYXP = ),,(),,](2[ 333111 ZYXZYX =  is given by:                                

 )( 3
1

3
113 XZYX −=

                                                                                                             (7) )( 3
1

3
113 ZYXY −=

                                    . )( 3
1

3
113 YXZZ −=

•  Addition  of ),,( 333 ZYXQP =+ )1,,( 11 YXP =  and ),,( 222 ZYXQ =  

                                                           M 211 XYO =

                                                           M 212 YXO =

                                                          M 213 ZXO =

                                                            M 214 ZYO =

                                                           M 415 OOO =

                                                           M 326 OOO =

                                                           M 227 YXO =

                                                            M 228 YOO =

                                                           M 219 XOO =

                                                          M 4310 OOO =

                             38511 XOOO =−=                  A 

                             39612 YOOO =−=                   A 

                             310713 ZOOO =−=                 A 

                              Total cost                             10M 

Table 1.(Table 11 of [2]) Hessian mixed point addition algorithm 

•  Doubling  of  ),,(),,](2[ 333111 ZYXZYX = ),,( 111 ZYX

                                                                C 3
11 XO =

                                                                C 3
12 YO =

                                                 C 3
13 ZO =

                             134 OOO −=                    A 
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                             325 OOO −=                            A 

                             216 OOO −=                    A 

                             3417 XOYO ==                       M 

                             3518 YOXO ==                    M 

                      3619 ZOZO ==                    M 

                             Total cost                           3M + 3C 

Table 2.(Table 12 of [2]) Hessian point doubling algorithm 

 3.2 Weierstrass form 

Following formulae and algorithms were proposed for arithmetic on elliptic curve in Weierstrass 

form in [2]. 

-Formulae for point addition, doubling and tripling in affine coordinates 

•Addition:    ( ) ( ) ( ) 21332211 ,,,, xxyxyxyx ≠=+  

                                
12

12

xx
yy

−
−

=λ  

                                                                                                     (8) 21
2

3 xxax −−−= λ

                               1313 )( yxxy −−= λ . 

•Doubling:   ( ) ( )22 ,,]2[ yxyx =  

                               
y

ax
=λ  

                                                                                                             (9) xax +−= 2
2 λ

                              yxxy −−= )( 22 λ . 

•Tripling:     ( ) ( )33 ,,]3[ yxyx =  

                              232

3333

3 )(
)(

cxa
cxacxx

+
−+

=                                                                   (10) 

                              333

23339

3 )(
)(

cxa
cxyayy

+
+−

= . 

-  Algorithms for point addition and tripling in Jacobian projective coordinates 

•  Addition  of ),,( 333 ZYXQP =+ )1,,( 1,1 YXP =  and ),,( 222 ZYXQ =  

                                                       M 2
21 ZO =

                                                          C 3
22 ZO =
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                                                      M 113 OXO =

                         324 OXO −=                         A 

                         325 OXO +=                         A 

                                                    M 216 OYO =

                                                   A 627 OYO −=

                          3248 zzOO ==                      M 

                          3129 OOXO ++=                2A 

                                                         M 2
410 OO =

                                                    M 10911 OOO =

                                                         M 2
712 OO =

                          3111213 XOOO =−=              A 

                                                     M 10314 OOO =

                          131415 OOO −=               A 

                                                     M 15716 OOO =

                                          C 3
417 OO =

                                                     M 17618 OOO =

                          3181619 YOOO =−=                A 

                       Total cost                         10M+2C 

Table 3.(Table 7 of  [2]) Weierstrass mixed point addition algorithm 

•  Tripling  of  ),,(),,](3[ 333 ZYXZYX = ),,( ZYX

                                                                C 3
1 XO =

                          C 3
2 YO =

                      C 3
3 ZO =

                      M 2
34 OO =

                                                    M 45 cOO =

                                       M 546 OOO =

                              517 OOO +=                              A 

                              518 OOO −=           A 
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                                                        M 619 OOO =

                                                                  C 
3
710 OO =

                              391011 XOOO =−=         A 

                              37312 ZOOO ==                       M 

                                                             M 8613 OOO =

                              131014 OOO +=                          A 

                              314215 YOOO ==                       M 

                              Total cost                              7M+4C 

Table 4. (Table 9 of  [2]) Weierstrass point tripling algorithm 

 

Recently, in [11] C. Negre proposed a slightly modified variant of above tripling algorithm: 
3)(XZA =                                1M+1C 

9cZB =                                    1M+2C 
3

1 YD =                                       1C 

2
12 DD =                                    1M 

BAZ +=3  

323 AZDX −=                          1M 

2
3

3
13 YZDY −=                        2M+1C 

Total cost                                6M+5C 

Table 4.1.(cf. Table 2 of [11]) Improved Weierstrass point tripling algorithm 

This algorithm improves nearly by a multiplication the cost of  algorithm in Table 4. 

In [11], it was noticed that in the case of sparse coefficient c , a point tripling can be obtained at 

the cost  5M+5C and the gain is not negligible . 

4. New formulae for arithmetic on ordinary elliptic curve  

4.1  Hessian form   

We will consider the Hessian curve (5) in ordinary projective coordinates, as in [2].  

 [Theorem 1] There exist algorithms that give the sum of  two different points  on characteristic  

three ordinary elliptic curve, at the cost  9M+1C and the doubling of a  point, at the cost  3M+2C. 
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(Proof) Clearly, doubling ),,(),,](2[ 333111 ZYXZYX =  of a given point is obtained 

by:                                          

),,( 111 ZYX

3
1113 )( XZYX −=

3
1113 )( ZYXY −=                                                                              (11) 

3
111113 )]()[( ZYXZZZ −+−−= , 

from (7) and properties of ternary finite field. 

We will show that when  sum 0≠Q ),,( 333 ZYXQP =+ of )1,,( 11 YXP =  and  

is obtained by:                      

),,( 222 ZYXQ =

)()( 21
2

22
2

213 ZXYXZYX −=

)()( 21
2
22

2
213 ZYXYZXY −=                                                             (12) 

3
212122

1
3 )( ZYZXYXDZ −−+= −  .                                                    

(When ,  the addition is trivial.) 0=Q

             It will be sufficient to show that projective point representation (6) and (12) give the same affine 

point.  From (12), obviously , )( 1
2

222
2

123 XYZXYZX −=

   , )

)

( 1
2
222

2
123 YXZYXZY −=

                                          3
121222

1
3 )( YZXZYXDZ −−+= −

         3
112222

1 ))1(( ++−++= − YXZZYXD

        3
11

3
2

13
222

1 )1()( ++−++= −− YXZDZYXD

         . 11
3
2222 YXZZYX −= ( 11

2
2222 YXZYXZ −=

(Note 2. ,  because 3
222222 )( ZYXZYDX ++= 3

1111 )1( ++= YXYDX P ,  are on the curve.) Q

It means that  in (6) and (12) are different only by a common factor , giving 

the same affine point. Using (11) and (12) we propose following algorithms for a point addition and 

doubling.  

sZYX ',, 333 02 ≠Z

•  Addition  of ),,( 333 ZYXQP =+ )1,,( 11 YXP =  and ),,( 222 ZYXQ =  

                    M 211 ZXO =

              M 212 ZYO =

              M 213 YOO =

                          M 224 XOO =

             M 425 OOO =

              M 236 YOO =
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317 OOO =                                         M 

             M 248 XOO =

              A 3659 XOOO =−=

         38710 YOOO =−=    A 

         212211 OOYXO −−+=               3A 

                          C 3
1112 OO =

             M 3
1

1213 ZDOO == −

     Total cost                        9M+1C 

Table 5. Proposed Hessian mixed point addition algorithm  

•  Doubling  ),,(),,](2[ 333111 ZYXZYX =

                        A 111 XZO −=

            A 112 ZYO −=

                          C 3
13 OO =

                         C 3
24 OO =

                       A )( 435 OOO +−=

                       M 3316 XOYO ==

                      M 3417 YOXO ==

                      M 3518 ZOZO ==

        Total cost                      3M+2C   

Table 6.  Proposed Hessian point doubling algorithm                                         ▍                                      

Note 3. In the above point addition algorithm 1−D  is a constant which can be precomputed from 
the curve equation and the last multiplication is by the constant. In our experiences, a constant 
multiplication usually can be computed much faster than a general multiplication, at the cost of  some 
storage, in practice. If 1−D is sparse, the constant multiplication is nearly free. So, in below tables for 
comparing costs, we show in a parenthesis the number of constant multiplications in the algorithm. ▍  

   

 algorithm doubling addition 

N. P. Smart et al.  [2] 3M+3C (0) 10M (0) 

Proposed 
 

3M+2C (0) 9M+1C (1) 

Table 7. Comparing costs of algorithms for arithmetic on Hessian curve 
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4.2   Weierstrass form 

Before proceeding we propose a type of projective coordinates(ML-coordinates) which are made of 

four variables and the relationship between it and affine coordinates is as follows:   

),/,/(),,,( 3ZYTXTZYX ↔   .
2ZTwhere =

In this coordinates, considered curve equation is also (4) and formulae for affine arithmetic are  given 

in subsection 3.2. 

[Theorem 2]  In ML- projective coordinates there exist algorithms that give the sum of  two 

different point , at the cost  8M+2C and the tripling of a point,  at the cost  6M+6C.  

(Proof)  First of all, we will show that the sum ),,( 333 ZYXQP =+  of  and  

is obtained by: ,  

)1,,( 11 YXP =

),,( 222 ZYXQ = 2
2

2123 )( ZZXXZ −=

2
31

2
3

32
212

23
2123 )()( ZXZZXXZYYX +−−−−= ,                             (13) 

32
212

3
21

3
2123

2
313 )())(( ZXXZYZYYXZXY −−−−=                                                                 

and   tripling  of a given point  by:                                                                       ),,(),,](3[ 333 ZYXZYX = ),,( ZYX

339
3 ZXcZZ += , 3

933
1

3263
3 ])([ ZcZccZXX −++= ,            (14)                                )( 9

33
3

3 ZcZXYY −=

in Jacobian projective coordinates.  

Affine point representation corresponding to (13) is:  

                 2
333 / ZXx = ])/[(])()[( 2

2
22

212
2

31
2

3
32

212
23

212 ZZXXZXZZXXZYY −+−−−−=

1
2

2
2

212
2

2
2

212
3

212 1/)(]})/[(){( XZZXXZZXXZYY +−−−−−=  

112
2

1212 1)()]/()[( xxxxxyy +−−−−−= 12
2

1212 1)]/()[( xxxxyy −−−−−= , 

                3
333 / ZYy = 3

3
32

212
3

21
3

2123
2

31 /])())([( ZZXXZYZYYXZX −−−−=

1
3

3
3

2123
2

31 /)])([( YZZYYXZX −−−= 13
3

212
2

33
2

31 ]/)][(/)[( YZZYYZXZX −−−=  

1311212 ))](/()[( yxxxxyy −−−−= . 

This is identical with (8) under the condition 1=a . 

And affine point representation corresponding to (14) is:  

              2
333 / ZXx = 2339

3
932189 )/(])([ ZXcZZcZccZX +−++=

23391231839 )/(][ ZXcZZcXZcX +−+= 23333 )/()])[( cxcxcx +−+= , 

             3
333 / ZYy = 3

3
9

33
3 /)( ZZcZXY −= 333918212318393 )/()( ZXcZZcZcXZcXY +−++=

333918212318393 )/()( ZXcZZcZcXZcXY +−++= 3323393 )/()( xcccxcxy +−++=  
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332363233 )/(])[( cxccxxcxxy +−+−++= 33233233 )/(])()[( cxcxcxxy ++−++=  

332339 )/(])([ cxcxyy ++−= from the curve equation. 

This is identical with (10) under the condition 1=a . 

From (13) and (14), it is clear that in ML-coordinates, the sum ),,,( 3333 TZYXQP =+  of given 

two points   and  is obtained by: )1,1,,( 11 YXP = ),,,( 2222 TZYXQ =

  22123 )( ZTXXZ −= , ,                                                   2
33 ZT =

313
3

212
23

2123 )()( TXTTXXZYYX +−−−−= ,                                  (15) 

3
212

3
21

3
2123313 )())(( TXXZYZYYXTXY −−−−=     

and tripling  of a given a point   by:  ),,,(),,,](3[ 3333 TZYXTZYX = ),,,( TZYX

339
3 ZXcZZ += ,  ,  2

33 ZT = 3
933

1
3233

3 ])([ ZcZccTXX −++= ,         (16) )( 9
33

3
3 ZcZXYY −=

in ML- projective coordinates.   

Using (15) and (16) we obtain following algorithms for point addition on the curve in ML- coordinates.       
•  Addition  of ),,,( 3333 TZYXQP =+ )1,1,,( 11 YXP =  and ),,,( 2222 TZYXQ =  

                                           C 
3
21 ZO =

                                           M 212 TXO =

                                                A 223 OXO −=

                                             M 114 OYO =

                                                       A 425 OYO −=

                       3236 ZZOO ==                             M 

                                                       M 3
2
37 TZO ==

                                                                C 
3
38 OO =

                                                 M 
2
59 OO =

                                                            M 3110 TXO =

                       31038911 XOTOOO =+−−=       3A 

                                                           M 8412 OOO =

                                                      A 31013 XOO −=

                                                          M 51314 OOO =

 10



                       3121415 YOOO =−=                        A 

                       Total cost                                   8M+2C 

Table 8. New mixed point addition algorithm on Weierstrass curve using  ML- coordinates             
•  Tripling    ),,,(),,,](3[ 3333 TZYXTZYX =  

                            C 
3

1 XO =

                                      C 
3

2 ZO =

                          C 
3
23 OO =

                                                         M 34 cOO =

                                                      M 215 OOO =

                       3546 ZOOO =+=                   A 

                                                      M 347 ZOO =

                                                           C 
3

8 TO =

                       
3
1

32
89 )( ccOO +=                    M 

                                                  A 9110 OOO +=

                                                         C 
3
1011 OO =

                       371112 XOOO =−=                  A 

                                                          C 
3

13 YO =

                                                 A 7314 OXO −=

                       3141315 YOOO ==                      M 

                                                  M 3
2
616 TOO ==

                       Total cost                              6M+6C 

Table 6.  New point doubling algorithm using ML-coordinates                   ▍               

Note 4. In the above point tripling algorithm, 3
1

32 )( cc +  is a constant which can be 
precomputed from the curve equation and both of the new tripling algorithms from (14) 
and (16) have two multiplications with constant as a multiplier.  

So, in practice our tripling algorithms offer more speedup than Negre’s algorithm 
which has only one multiplication by the constant , though total numbers of 
multiplications are the same in both algorithms. 

c
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If c is sparse,  3
1

32 )( cc + also is sparse and we can obtain a point tripling in 
Jacobian coordinates at the cost of 4M+5C by using formula (14), which is cheap by a 
multiplication than the cost of Negre’s algorithm for sparse c (cf. [11]).▍      

 
 

Algorithm Coordinates System Tripling 
 

Addition 

N. P. Smart   et al. [2] Jacobian 7M+4C (1) 10M+2C (0) 
 

C. Negre [11] Jacobian 6M+5C (1) 10M+2C (0) 

Proposed Jacobian 6M+5C (2)   9M+2C (0) 

Proposed ML 6M+6C (2) 
 

  8M+2C (0) 

 
Table 10. Comparing costs of algorithms for arithmetic on ordinary Weierstrass curves 

5. Conclusion 

We have proposed new formulae and algorithms for arithmetic on ordinary elliptic curve with a 

point of order 3 over finite field of characteristic three, by which the cost of a point multiplication on 

the curves decreases about 10~20% . 

Omitting the details, we mention that point multiplication based on Hessian form and addition-

doubling ladder is more efficient than one based on Weierstrass form and addition-tripling ladder in 

characteristic three. 

In conclusion, we can say that ternary elliptic curves are another alternative to existing technology 

for elliptic curve cryptosystems . 
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	                                                            M 
	                                                           M 
	                                               A 
	                                                A 
	                                              A 
	                              Total cost                             10M 
	Table 1.(Table 11 of [2]) Hessian mixed point addition algorithm 
	  Doubling   of   
	                                                                 C 
	                                                                 C 
	                                                  C 
	                                                 A 
	                                                         A 
	                                                 A 
	                                                    M 
	                                                 M 
	                                          M 
	                             Total cost                           3M + 3C 
	Table 2.(Table 12 of [2]) Hessian point doubling algorithm 
	 3.2 Weierstrass form 
	Following formulae and algorithms were proposed for arithmetic on elliptic curve in Weierstrass form in [2]. 
	-Formulae for point addition, doubling and tripling in affine coordinates 
	 Addition:      
	                                  
	                                                                                                      (8) 
	                                . 
	 Doubling:     
	                                 
	                                                                                                              (9) 
	                               . 
	 Tripling:       
	                                                                                                 (10) 
	                               . 
	-  Algorithms for point addition and tripling in Jacobian projective coordinates 
	  Addition   of   and   
	                                                         M 
	                                                           C 
	                                                       M 
	                                                  A 
	                                                  A 
	                                                     M 
	                                                    A 
	                                                M 
	                                          2A 
	                                                          M 
	                                                     M 
	                                                          M 
	                                        A 
	                                                      M 
	                                         A 
	                                                      M 
	                                           C 
	                                                      M 
	                                          A 
	                        Total cost                         10M+2C 
	Table 3.(Table 7 of  [2]) Weierstrass mixed point addition algorithm 
	  Tripling   of   
	                                                                 C 
	                           C 
	                       C 
	                       M 
	                                                     M 
	                                        M 
	                                                            A 
	                                         A 
	                                                         M 
	                                                                   C 
	                                       A 
	                                                     M 
	                                                              M 
	                                                        A 
	                                                     M 
	                              Total cost                              7M+4C 
	Table 4. (Table 9 of  [2]) Weierstrass point tripling algorithm 
	 
	Recently, in [11] C. Negre proposed a slightly modified variant of above tripling algorithm: 
	                                1M+1C 
	                                    1M+2C 
	                                       1C 
	                                    1M 
	  
	                          1M 
	                        2M+1C 
	Total cost                                6M+5C 
	Table 4.1.(cf. Table 2 of [11]) Improved Weierstrass point tripling algorithm 
	This algorithm improves nearly by a multiplication the cost of  algorithm in Table 4. 
	In [11], it was noticed that in the case of sparse coefficient  , a point tripling can be obtained at the cost  5M+5C and the gain is not negligible . 
	4. New formulae for arithmetic on ordinary elliptic curve  
	4.1  Hessian form   
	We will consider the Hessian curve (5) in ordinary projective coordinates, as in [2].  
	 [Theorem 1] There exist algorithms that give the sum of  two different points  on characteristic  
	three ordinary elliptic curve, at the cost  9M+1C and the doubling of a  point, at the cost  3M+2C. 
	(Proof) Clearly, doubling   of a given point  is obtained by:                                           
	                                                                              (11) 
	 , 
	from (7) and properties of ternary finite field. 
	We will show that when   sum  of   and   is obtained by:                       
	                                                             (12) 
	  .                                                    
	(When ,  the addition is trivial.) 
	             It will be sufficient to show that projective point representation (6) and (12) give the same affine point.  From (12), obviously  , 
	    , 
	                                           
	          
	         
	           . 
	(Note 2.  ,   because  ,   are on the curve.) 
	It means that   in (6) and (12) are different only by a common factor  , giving the same affine point. Using (11) and (12) we propose following algorithms for a point addition and doubling.  
	  Addition   of   and   
	                     M 
	               M 
	               M 
	                           M 
	              M 
	               M 
	                                         M 
	              M 
	               A 
	             A 
	                        3A 
	                           C 
	              M 
	     Total cost                        9M+1C 
	Table 5. Proposed Hessian mixed point addition algorithm  
	  Doubling   
	                         A 
	             A 
	                           C 
	                          C 
	                        A 
	                        M 
	                       M 
	                       M 
	        Total cost                      3M+2C   
	Table 6.  Proposed Hessian point doubling algorithm                                         ▍                                                                                                               
	Note 3. In the above point addition algorithm   is a constant which can be precomputed from the curve equation and the last multiplication is by the constant. In our experiences, a constant multiplication usually can be computed much faster than a general multiplication, at the cost of  some storage, in practice. If  is sparse, the constant multiplication is nearly free. So, in below tables for comparing costs, we show in a parenthesis the number of constant multiplications in the algorithm. ▍
	algorithm
	doubling
	addition
	N. P. Smart et al.  [2]
	3M+3C (0)
	10M (0)
	Proposed 
	3M+2C (0)
	9M+1C (1)
	   
	 
	Table 7. Comparing costs of algorithms for arithmetic on Hessian curve 
	4.2   Weierstrass form 
	Before proceeding we propose a type of projective coordinates(ML-coordinates) which are made of four variables and the relationship between it and affine coordinates is as follows:   
	    
	In this coordinates, considered curve equation is also (4) and formulae for affine arithmetic are  given in subsection 3.2. 
	[Theorem 2]  In ML- projective coordinates there exist algorithms that give the sum of  two different point , at the cost  8M+2C and the tripling of a point,  at the cost  6M+6C.  
	(Proof)  First of all, we will show that the sum   of   and   is obtained by:  ,  
	 ,                             (13) 
	                                                                       and   tripling   of a given point   by:                                                                       
	 ,  ,             (14)                                                                                     
	in Jacobian projective coordinates.  
	Affine point representation corresponding to (13) is:  
	                   
	  
	  , 
	                  
	   
	 . 
	This is identical with (8) under the condition  . 
	And affine point representation corresponding to (14) is:  
	                
	  , 
	                
	   
	   
	 from the curve equation. 
	This is identical with (10) under the condition  .  
	From (13) and (14), it is clear that in ML-coordinates, the sum   of given two points    and   is obtained by: 
	   ,  ,                                                   
	 ,                                  (15) 
	     
	and tripling   of a given a point    by:  
	 ,   ,   ,          (16) 
	in ML- projective coordinates.   
	Using (15) and (16) we obtain following algorithms for point addition on the curve in ML- coordinates.       
	  Addition   of   and   
	                                            C 
	                                            M 
	                                                 A 
	                                              M 
	                                                        A 
	                                                    M 
	                                                        M 
	                                                                 C 
	                                                  M 
	                                                             M 
	                              3A 
	                                                            M 
	                                                       A 
	                                                           M 
	                                               A 
	                       Total cost                                   8M+2C 
	Table 8. New mixed point addition algorithm on Weierstrass curve using  ML- coordinates             
	  Tripling      
	                             C 
	                                       C 
	                           C 
	                                                          M 
	                                                       M 
	                                          A 
	                                                       M 
	                                                            C 
	                                           M 
	                                                   A 
	                                                          C 
	                                         A 
	                                                           C 
	                                                  A 
	                                             M 
	                                                   M 
	                       Total cost                              6M+6C 
	Table 6.  New point doubling algorithm using ML-coordinates                   ▍              
	Note 4. In the above point tripling algorithm,   is a constant which can be precomputed from the curve equation and both of the new tripling algorithms from (14) and (16) have two multiplications with constant as a multiplier.  
	So, in practice our tripling algorithms offer more speedup than Negre’s algorithm which has only one multiplication by the constant  , though total numbers of multiplications are the same in both algorithms. 
	If  is sparse,   also is sparse and we can obtain a point tripling in Jacobian coordinates at the cost of 4M+5C by using formula (14), which is cheap by a multiplication than the cost of Negre’s algorithm for sparse  (cf. [11]).▍     
	 
	 
	Algorithm
	Coordinates System
	Tripling 
	Addition
	N. P. Smart   et al. [2]
	Jacobian
	7M+4C (1)
	10M+2C (0) 
	C. Negre [11]
	Jacobian
	6M+5C (1)
	10M+2C (0)
	Proposed
	Jacobian
	6M+5C (2)
	  9M+2C (0)
	Proposed
	ML
	6M+6C (2) 
	  8M+2C (0)
	 
	Table 10. Comparing costs of algorithms for arithmetic on ordinary Weierstrass curves 
	5. Conclusion 
	We have proposed new formulae and algorithms for arithmetic on ordinary elliptic curve with a point of order 3 over finite field of characteristic three, by which the cost of a point multiplication on the curves decreases about 10~20% . 
	Omitting the details, we mention that point multiplication based on Hessian form and addition-doubling ladder is more efficient than one based on Weierstrass form and addition-tripling ladder in characteristic three. 
	In conclusion, we can say that ternary elliptic curves are another alternative to existing technology for elliptic curve cryptosystems . 
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